Mobile Breast Cancer Screening
MOBILE DIGITAL MAMMOGRAMS
THOUGHOUT CALIFORNIA
We provide mobile digital screening mammography
to employer groups, health fairs, medical facilities
and organizations. With options for portable units
or our full-service, self contained coach, Alinea can
accommodate every type of health event.

How It Works

ABOUT ALINEA

CHOOSE YOUR OPTION

20,000+

Indoor or Outdoor?
Book an event with us and let us know your preference of indoor or outdoor
set-up.

women screened annually

WHO IS COVERED?

98%

Asymptomatic women ages 40+
Mammography is typically covered for asymptomatic women over 40 by most
insurance plans including Medi-Cal and Every Women Counts. Some PPOs
may cover a baseline at 35. Ask us for our accepted insurance list.

survival rate in early detection

482

APPOINTMENTS

It only takes 15 minutes per screening

cities across California

We highly suggest the patients pre-register with consecutive appointment
times for seamless service, however walk-ins are also welcome. Our accounts
team can provide details on how to get patients to sign up.

7 Day

SET-UP

turnaround time for results

45-60 min prior to the screening time
On the day of the event, Alinea will set up our equipment and other materials
based on the needs of the event.

HOW MANY WOMEN IN A DAY?

We can screen 6-8 patients every hour
We require a minimum of 25 women to commit to an event and can see
upwards of 45.

a single image could save a life.
www.alineamed.com

events@alineamed.com

(844) 674-1295

Mobile Breast Cancer Screening

PORTABLE UNITS

34’ COACH

LOCATION:
Indoors - must be ADA compliant

LOCATION:
Outdoors

(wheelchair accessible)

(flat uncovered parking)

SPACE REQUIREMENTS:
An ADA compliant, clear &
private, ventilated 10x10 space for
mammography machine plus a
separate private changing area.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS:
The coach takes up approximately 8 parking
spaces. Please provide us a designated area
close to the entrance in order to make it
convenient for your employees.

POWER REQUIREMENTS:
3-4 Regular 110v wall outlets

POWER REQUIREMENTS:
None

(We bring our extension cords)

Screening

Event Times**

Venues

MINIMUM: 25 women
MAXIMUM: 45 women*

3 HOURS: 20-24 women
4 HOURS: 25-30 women
5 HOURS: 30-36 women
6+ HOURS: 36-45 women

Clinics & Medical Facilities
Employer Groups
Imaging Centers
Health Fairs
Organizations
Private Events
and more...

*For events expecting more than 50
patients, Alinea can accommodate by
sending multiple postable units.

www.alineamed.com

**An average of 8 pts/hr
should be scheduled.

events@alineamed.com

(844) 674-1295

